
The loudspeaker orchestra together with 
spatial sound recording and reproduction 
techniques can be used to auralize, i.e., to 
measure and reproduce the acoustics of real 
concert halls in the laboratory, and to study 
the perceptual differences in unprecedented 
detail. In this dissertation research, 
auralizations are used to study the 
multidimensional perception and the 
perception of auditory distances in concert 
halls. 
  
The main findings provide a deeper 
understanding about the distinguishing 
factors of concert hall acoustics and the 
structure of the underlying perceptual 
space. Concerning auditory distance 
perception, the results provide first 
substantial evidence indicating that there 
are differences between concert halls in how 
perceived distances vary when moving 
closer to or further away from the orchestra. 
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Abstract 
Concert halls and the perception of acoustics have fascinated scientists for over a hundred 
years. The overall perception is known to consist of such factors as strength, reverberance, 
definition and envelopment, but the underlying structure of the perceptual space is not well 
understood. Moreover, an essential aspect of hearing, auditory distance perception, has not 
been studied closely in concert halls. This dissertation studies the multidimensional 
perception, preferences and auditory distance perception in concert halls with the loudspeaker 
orchestra and virtual acoustics. 
  
Auralization, i.e., producing the aural impression of a real or a simulated space, makes it 
possible to compare the acoustics of different spaces instantaneously, thus avoiding many of 
the issues present in in situ evaluations. Previous research in Aalto University has developed 
auralization techniques dedicated for the perceptual studies of concert hall acoustics with 
symphonic music. The research presented in this dissertation applies these auralizations to 
study concert hall acoustics with subjective evaluation methods adapted from sensory science 
and experimental psychology. In addition, a structured way to generate additional anechoic 
materials for perceptual studies in room acoustics is presented. 
  
The main findings on the multidimensional perception of concert hall acoustics are based on 
two individual vocabulary profiling (IVP) experiments. While the results show that loudness, 
reverberance, definition, envelopment, the size of space, balance, bassiness and proximity may 
all be important aspects of the listening experience, it is suggested that the perceptual 
differences between concert halls can be explained by only three underlying factors: strength, 
spatial reverberance, and timbre. Regarding preferences, the results imply that listeners tend 
to prefer proximate sound image.  
  
Auditory distance perception was studied with two magnitude estimation experiments. The 
results indicate that there are significant differences between concert halls in how auditory 
distances vary when moving closer to or further away from the orchestra. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Konserttisalien akustiikka ja akustiikan havaitseminen on kiehtonut tutkijoita jo yli 
sata vuotta. Kokonaishavainnon tiedetään koostuvan erilaisista tekijöistä, 
kuten voimakkuudesta, kaiuntaisuudesta, kirkkaudesta ja ympäröivyydestä. Aikaisempien 
tutkimusten perusteella ei kuitenkaan ole täysin selvää, minkälainen havaintoavaruus 
havaintojen ja tutkimustulosten taustalla on. Lisäksi yhtä kuulon perusominaisuutta, 
äänilähteiden etäisyyden havaitsemista, ei ole aikaisemmin tutkittu tarkasti konserttisaleissa. 
Tämä väitöskirja tutkii moniulotteista kuuntelukokemusta, akustisia preferenssejä ja 
orkesterin etäisyyden kuulemista konserttisaleissa virtuaaliakustiikan avulla. 
  
Auralisaatiot, eli mitatuista tai mallinnetuista tiloista tuotettavat 
keinotekoiset ääniympäristöt, tekevät mahdolliseksi konserttisalien vertailun 
kuunteluhuoneessa. Näitä auralisaatiotekniikoita on kehitetty Aalto-yliopistossa 
saliakustiikan tutkimusta varten. Tässä väitöstyössä auralisaatioita käytetään sekä 
moniulotteisen kuuntelukokemuksen että orkesterin etäisyyden kuulemisen 
tutkimiseen. Näiden tutkimuksien lisäksi esitetään menetelmä, jolla voidaan tuottaa uutta 
kaiutonta äänimateriaalia auralisaatioita varten käyttäen hyväksi jo olemassa olevia 
kaiuttomia orkesteriäänityksiä. 
  
Moniulotteista kuuntelukokemusta tutkittiin kahdella kokeella, joissa koehenkilöt vertailivat 
salien auralisoituja akustiikkoja käyttäen omia, itse tuottamiaan, yksilöllisiä sanastoja. Näiden 
kokeiden keskeiset tulokset vahvistavat käsitystä kuuntelukokemuksen moniulotteisuudesta, 
mutta tuovat myös esille havaintotekijöiden väliset yhteydet saleja ja paikkoja vertailtaessa. 
Vaikka muun muassa äänen voimakkuus, kaiuntaisuus, selkeys, etäisyys, 
läheisyys, ympäröivyys ja bassoisuus kaikki vaikutttavat kuuntelukokemukseen, 
voidaan suurin osa havaittavista muutoksista eri salien ja eri paikkojen välillä selittää 
äänen voimakkuuseroilla ja eroavaisuuksilla spatiaalisessa jälkikaiunnassa sekä äänen 
sävyssä. Lisäksi tulosten mukaan kuuntelijat vaikuttavat pitävän erityisesti läheisestä 
äänikuvasta. 
  
Äänen etäisyyden havaitsemista tutkittiin magnitudin estimointi -menetelmällä. Tulokset 
osoittavat, että orkesterin havaittava etäisyys muuttuu eri tavoin eri saleissa riippuen salien 
akustiikasta. 
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1 Introduction

Concert halls are built for the performance and appreciation of music. Before Sabine’s

discovery of the reverberation time laid down the foundations of architectural acoustics in

the early 1900s (Sabine, 1923), an acoustically successful concert hall was simply often a

product of good luck. Today, the knowledge of concert hall acoustics extends far beyond the

traditional reverberation time and many more factors of acoustic quality are known (Bradley,

1990). Halls can be designed and constructed in practically any form, shape, and size, and

acoustic measurements together with acoustic modeling and simulation techniques can be

used to affirm that the acoustic design targets are achieved. Yet, an opening of a hall is

many times followed by a raging debate about the acoustic quality, indicating that quality

is nevertheless a matter of individual taste; taste that often does not adhere to scientific

knowledge nor the information obtained by measurements and simulations.

Thus, although much is already known about the perceptual aspects of concert hall acous-

tics, the understanding of the listening experience still seems incomplete. The objectives of

this dissertation are to provide new insight into the perceptual aspects distinguishing the

acoustics of concert halls, to examine the underlying structure of the perceptual space, and

to study the preferences, i.e., the acoustic ”taste” of different listeners. In addition, concert

hall acoustics is studied from the viewpoint of auditory distance perception that has been

previously studied less in this context. The perception of distance is not only a fundamental

aspect of our hearing but also, as shown in this dissertation, an important aspect of the

acoustic quality of concert halls.

Although extensive information exists on the determinants of acoustic quality, the evi-

dence is ambiguous in terms of the structure of the perceptual space. For instance, an early

study made in Berlin revealed three main factors: strength/volume, distinctness/clarity and

the timbre of total sound/spectral balance (the study is summarised by Beranek (1992a)),

whereas Kahle (1995) concluded that there are as many as eight fundamental perceptual

aspects to consider: sound level, reverberance, general balance, contrast, level of low fre-

quencies, level of high frequencies, muddiness and hardness. Other studies (Hawkes and

Douglas, 1971; Barron, 1988; Sotiropoulou et al., 1995) have resulted in four to six fac-

tors, which are partly similar, but also different in many ways. Perceptual aspects, such

as loudness, reverberance, definition and proximity, reappear time and time again in differ-

ent studies, but the structure of the perceptual space of concert hall acoustics still remains

ambiguous and susceptible to interpretation. Thus, it is important to confirm the previous

findings, to understand whether the apparent discrepancies in the literature emerge only
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from the methodological and technical aspects or something else not considered before, and

to find out whether the technological advancements in virtual acoustics help to clarify the

structure of the perceptual space.

At this point, it is necessary to define the terms direct sound, early reflections and late

reverberation because they come up time and time again in the literature on concert hall

acoustics, and consequently, also in this dissertation. Direct sound refers to the sound

arriving directly from the sound source to the listener/receiver, early reflections amounts to

the reflected sounds arriving after the direct sound in some time period, commonly 50 or 80

milliseconds, and late reverberation refers to the multitude of weak overlapping reflections

that constitute the reverberant “tail” before the sound attenuates to inaudibility. This

straightforward temporal division facilitates the discussion, but the sound field evolves also

in space and in spectrum. The perceptual aspects are caused and influenced by the complex

interplay in spatio-temporal and spectro-temporal characteristics of the sound field.

Beranek’s seminal work (Beranek, 2012) on concert halls and opera houses illustrates how

each concert hall is, more or less, an unique construction, with a specific architectural shape,

volume, audience layout, the number of seats, surface materials and designs, ornamentation,

etc. Acoustic characteristics emerge from and are affected by the combination of all design

aspects, but it is possible to categorize halls into a number of prototypical shapes according

to their overall geometry (Haan and Fricke, 1992). Figure 1 depicts examples of three

prototypical concert hall designs, i.e., “shoebox”, “fan” and “vineyard”. Other well known

shapes are “oval” and the “horseshoe”, which of the latter is a typical shape for opera houses

and drama theaters. Often the distinction is made simply between rectangular shoebox halls

and other non-rectangular shaped halls (Pätynen et al., 2014; Hidaka and Nishihara, 2015).

This simple distinction between shoebox and non-shoebox halls is perhaps made because

the shoebox shape is commonly known for its own typical acoustic characteristics, although

there may also be great differences between shoebox halls. As the term implies, shoebox halls

are characterised by a rectangular layout with straight parallel walls, high ceiling and a flat

or slightly raking main audience area surrounded by balconies in one or more stages. Parallel

side walls together with balcony fronts and balcony underhangs provide the main audience

area with a pattern of early reflections from both sides accompanied by late reverberation,

especially from overhead. It is well known that lateral reflections from the side influence the

listening experience in a number of ways. For instance, they have been shown to enhance

the perception of musical dynamics due to the properties of binaural hearing (Pätynen et

al., 2014). In this regard, the acoustics of the shoebox halls are often described as rich, full,

lush, warm, and enveloping, but sometimes also mushy with too much reverberation, and

2
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Figure 1: Examples of typical architectural layouts of concert halls: a) rectangular “shoebox”, b)
“fan”, c) “vineyard” (or surround). These halls were also included in the study of auditory distance
perception in concert halls presented in Publication VI.

lacking in clarity. Some of the most renowned concert halls are shoeboxes, such as the Großer

Musikvereinssaal in Vienna, the Symphony Hall in Boston, Concertgebouw in Amsterdan,

and the Konzerthaus in Berlin, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 a).

The most common non-rectangular hall shapes are the “fan” and the “vineyard”. Fan

shape widens towards the audience from the stage with the side walls in an angle, thus

increasing the seating capacity in the main audience area. The acoustics are often considered

mediocre because the shape does not naturally provide the audience with strong (early)

lateral reflections, but instead directs the sound more to the back of the audience (Hidaka and

Nishihara, 2015). Some examples of fan designs, with some well-known acoustic problems,

are the Finlandia hall in Helsinki and the Philharmonie in Munich. As illustrated in Fig.

1 b), the Beethovenhalle, also known as Lieberhalle, in Stuttgart is a slightly modified fan

shape, with a large overhanging curved balcony surrounding the audience on the main floor.

In the vineyard halls the orchestra is brought towards the centre of the hall allowing the

audience to surround the performers from all sides. The audience is seated in deeply raking

terraces giving rise to the vineyard reference. This design reduces the physical distances

between the listeners and the orchestra and gives clear sight lines to the performers from

most parts of the audience. The acoustic conditions, however, vary greatly within the hall

depending on the seating position. Examples of these halls are the Philharmonie in Paris,
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the Philharmonie in Berlin as well as the Music Centre in Helsinki, which is also illustrated

in Fig. 1 c).

The perception of concert hall acoustics can be studied in basically two ways; either by

collecting perceptual judgments in-situ at real concerts (e.g., Hawkes and Douglas (1971);

Barron (1988); Sotiropoulou et al. (1995); Kahle (1995)), or by performing listening experi-

ments in the laboratory (e.g., Schroeder et al. (1974); Ando and Imamura (1979); Soulodre

and Bradley (1995)). Collecting subjective ratings in-situ with questionnaires ensures that

all the naturally occuring phenomena, for example, audio-visual interactions, are included

in the perceptual judgments. Hearing is, however, an elusive sense, and a myriad of perfor-

mance related factors vary between concerts making it difficult to separate the perceptual

differences caused by the changes in room acoustics from those caused by other factors. It

is well known, for instance, that musicians adapt their playing according to the surrounding

acoustics, and thus, the performances change from concert to concert and from hall to hall.

Although laboratory experiments are conducted in artificial conditions, they offer the

benefit of simultaneous comparison of room acoustics not possible otherwise. Besides that

the stimuli in laboratory experiments can be produced with simulations and other signal

processing and sound synthesis techniques, researchers have made great efforts to capture

the acoustics of real halls and to reproduce the acoustics as well as possible in the laboratory.

One way to achieve this is to record music binaurally with a “dummy-head” in real halls

and to reproduce these recordings with an appropriate system in the subjective evaluations

(Beranek, 1992a). For example, in Göttingen in the 1970s, stereophonic anechoic recordings

of Mozart’s Jupiter Symphony were played back over two omnidirectional loudspeakers on

the stage of 25 unoccupied concert halls and the music was recorded binaurally in different

seating positions. The binaural recordings were then reproduced in an anechoic chamber with

two loudspeakers by applying a cross-talk cancellation technique (Schroeder et al., 1974).

This study is highlighted here because it illustrates one way how the perceptual evaluation

between different concert hall acoustics can be conducted with music produced the same

way in each hall. This circumvents many issues in in-situ listening scenarios; the perceptual

differences arise solely from the differences between the acoustics, and not, for example, from

the differences in the performance.

Today, this process of reproducing the aural impression of the acoustics of real or sim-

ulated spaces is called auralization. Slightly updating the definition offered by Kleiner et

al. (1993), auralization can be defined as: the process of making audible, by measurements

or simulations, the sound field of a source or multiple sources in a space, in such a way

as to recreate the listening experience at a given position in the space. In this dissertation,
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the term “auralization” is used to refer to the process as well as to the end product of this

process, i.e., to the sound stimuli.

Currently, there exist a number of different technologies to auralize room acoustics. Be-

sides binaural techniques with headphone reproduction that have been previously used, for

instance, to study auditory distance perception (Zahorik, 2002), technologies such as am-

bisonics (Gerzon, 1975), wave field synthesis (Berkhout et al., 1993) and directional audio

coding (Pulkki, 2007) can be used in auralizations with multichannel setups in a listening

room. Previous research in Aalto University (Pätynen, 2011; Tervo, 2012) has concentrated

on developing auralization techniques with a multichannel setup that provide the most au-

thentic and realistic aural experience of symphonic music in concert halls as possible in

laboratory. The present dissertation builds on this previous work and takes advantage of

the auralization techniques to study the listening experience with methods adapted from

sensory science and experimental psychology; namely, descriptive profiling and magnitude

estimation.

1.1 Scope and structure

This dissertation studies the subjective perception of concert hall acoustics with two sepa-

rate but interleaving main topics: (1) multidimensional perception and the structure of the

underlying perceptual space, and (2) the perception of auditory distances.

Publications I to III are concerned with the multidimensional auditory perception and

the following questions: What are the main perceptual factors that distinguish the acoustics

of concert halls? What kind of acoustics is preferred the most? What is the structure of the

underlying perceptual space?

Publication IV is a technical paper that presents a structured way to use existing anechoic

recordings to generate alternative materials for auralizations in room acoustic studies.

Publications V and VI study auditory distance perception in concert halls with the fol-

lowing questions: Can we use the present auralizations to study auditory distance perception

in concert halls? Are there differences between concert halls in terms of perceived auditory

distances? What are the main acoustic determinants of auditory distances in concert halls?

The structure of the dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 summarises the main research

methods and materials of this dissertation, including auralization procedures, subjective
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evaluation methods and the work on anechoic sound materials presented in Publication IV.

Chapter 3 focuses on multidimensional auditory perception of concert hall acoustics and

presents the main findings of Publications I to III. Chapter 4 is concerned with the auditory

distance perception in concert halls and presents the main results of Publications V and VI.

Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the theoretical and the practical implications of this dissertation

as well as some potential directions for the future research.
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2 Methods and materials

2.1 Auralization of concert hall acoustics

2.1.1 Acoustic measurements

Acoustic measurements are an essential part of room acoustics. Assuming that an acoustic

space is a linear and time invariant system, the way the space affects the sound emitted by a

source and captured by a receiver can be characterised by the room impulse response (RIR).

RIRs can be measured in many ways (Stan et al., 2002). In this dissertation, RIRs were

measured with the logarithmic sine-sweep technique (Farina, 2000).

A large number of so-called objective parameters representing the perceptual aspects

of measured acoustics can be calculated from the RIR (Ballou, 2008). ISO stantard 3382-1

(International Organization for Standardization, 2009) defines parameters for five perceptual

aspects in the audience, and two quantities for the hearing on stage. The quantities for the

audience’s perception are sound strength G for the subjective level of sound, early decay time

(EDT ) for perceived reverberance, clarity (C80), definition (D50) and centre time (TS) for

the perceived clarity of sound, early lateral energy fraction (JLF and JLFC) for the apparent

source width, and late lateral sound level (LJ) for the listener envelopment. Two measures

for stage acoustics are early support (STEarly) for the ensemble playing and late support

(STLate) for the perceived reverberance. The audience related aspects are discussed more in

Chapter 3. The details for calculating the acoustic measures are outside the scope of this

dissertation, and an interested reader is referred to the aforementioned ISO standard, or

Kuttruff (2009).

Although the ISO standard is clearly a hallmark of research on concert hall and audi-

torium acoustics, it has been criticised to be inadequate in many respects (Bradley, 2011;

Kirkegaard and Gulsrud, 2011; Lokki, 2013). For instance, parameter values that are based

on the excitation of the sound field with only a single omnidirectional source offer rather

limited information on the perception of music played by a full philharmonic orchestra. Al-

though the acoustic measures do correlate to some extent with their perceptual counterparts,

it seems that these relationships are not yet fully resolved.

In this dissertation, RIRs were measured with a system developed and designed specifi-

cally for the auralization of concert hall acoustics (Pätynen, 2011). The system consists of

an array of directional loudspeakers, i.e., a loudspeaker orchestra (Genelec models 1029A,
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Figure 2: Photos of the loudspeaker orchestra on the stage of Concertgebouw in Amsterdam and
a photo of the a microphone array (GRAS vector intensity probe, type 50 VI-1)

1032A and 8030) on the stage as the sources, and a microphone array (GRAS vector in-

tensity probe, type 50 VI-1) of six omnidirectional sensors, as the receiver. Note that this

measurement system differs greatly from the guidelines provided in the ISO standard, and

thus, all reported parameter values may not be comparable to the values reported in other

studies. However, the reported parameter values still provide information on the relative

differences in the studied acoustics. Photos of the loudspeaker orchestra on the stage of

Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, and the microphone array are shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 lists

all the concert halls studied in this dissertation with the volumes and the number of seats

for each hall.

All RIRs were measured in unoccupied concert halls. It deserves to be noted that the

acoustic and perceptual characteristics of the halls may be different with the performers and

the audience present. A critical reader could also point out that the directionalities of the

loudspeakers used as the sources differ from those of real instruments. Both of these aspects

are of course important for the listening experience, but due to the nature of these studies,

it is not possible to directly address either of these issues in this dissertation. Consequently,

these effects are effectively unaddressed in all subjective evaluations.
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Publication Concert halls V [m3] Seats
I Sello hall, Espoo (s) 5200 397

The Conservatory of Music, Helsinki (s) 5600 517
Tapiola hall, Espoo (s) 10000* 690

II & III Finlandia hall, Helsinki (f) 15000 1695
The House of Culture, Helsinki (f) 7800 1388
Sibelius hall, Lahti (o) 15500 1229
Promenade hall, Pori (s) 10000 688
Vanaja hall, Hameenlinna (s) 9500 703
Sello hall, Espoo (s) 5200 397
The Conservatory of Music, Helsinki (s) 5600 517
Tapiola hall, Espoo (s) 10000* 690

IV - - -
V Konzerthaus, Berlin (s) 15000 1575

Beethovenhalle, Stuttgart (f) 16000 2000
VI Konzerthaus, Berlin (s) 15000 1575

Beethovenhalle, Stuttgart (f) 16000 2000
Palais de Beaux-Arts, Bryssels (o) 12520 2150
Music Centre, Helsinki (v) 25000 1700

Table 1: List of concert halls included in the Publications. Prototypical shapes are marked with
small letters in parentheses: “shoebox” (s), “fan” (f), “vineyard” (v) and “oval” (o). * : an
educated guess.

2.1.2 Auralization procedures

While the measurement system was the same throughout this research, the auralization

procedure was constantly developed and refined. Auralizations were mostly produced from

the RIRs of existing real concert halls. One simulated (i.e., “virtual”) hall was used in the

studies reported in Publications II and III.

In Publication I, auralizations were produced by playing back anechoic music (Pätynen

et al., 2008) from the loudspeaker orchestra on the stage in three Finnish concert halls.

Music was recorded with the microphone array in different seating positions in each hall.

These recordings were converted to B-format signals and processed with directional audio

coding (DirAC) (Pulkki, 2007) to recreate the sound field with loudspeakers in an anechoic

chamber.

In Publication II, music was no longer directly recorded in the halls, but instead, RIRs

were captured separately from each source on the stage with the microphone array. The

RIRs were converted to B-format and spatial impulse response rendering (SIRR) (Merimaa

and Pulkki, 2005; Pulkki and Merimaa, 2006) was applied to distribute the B-format signals
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to each channel in the reproduction setup. These spatially distributed IRs from each source

were then convolved with the anechoic recordings of individual instruments. This process

was empirically observed to enhance the quality of the auralizations compared to Publication

I.

In Publications V and VI, the quality of the auralizations was further enchanced by

using the spatial decomposition method (SDM) (Tervo et al., 2013) to process the RIRs. In

essence, SDM estimates the directions of the arriving sounds from the microphone signals

per each time instance (i.e., a sample) in the spatio-temporal evolution of the sound field.

These sample based direction estimates are used to distribute a single RIR captured by one

of the six microphones to the reproduction channels in the listening room. These spatially

distributed IRs are then convolved with the anechoic instrument recordings. This approach

does not require the conversion to B-format, thus, removing one processing stage from the

procedure and better preserving the spatial distribution of reflections. More details of this

auralization procedure are given in Publications V and VI and the full details of SDM are

provided by Tervo et al. (2013, 2015).

2.1.3 Anechoic materials

Although the aim of auralization “[...] is not primarily to recreate the sensation of speech or

music per se, but to recreate the aural impression of the acoustic characteristics of a space,

be it outdoors or indoors (Kleiner et al., 1993)“, the source material used for auralization is

crucially important because the material affects the impression of the auralized space. The

main requirement for sound materials in the present context is that they are free from any

extraneous room acoustics, i.e., they are anechoic. When this basic requirement is met, the

choice of sound materials may be based on the aims and the purpose of the experiment as

well as availability.

A natural choice for the assessment of concert hall acoustics is classical (symphonic)

music, and thus, in most parts of the present work, auralizations were produced with the

anechoic symphony orchestra recordings provided by Pätynen et al. (2008). In these record-

ings, each instrument is on its separate track so that the sounds of each instrument can be

convolved individually with the separate impulse responses captured from different sources

of the loudspeaker orchestra.

While the main interest might be on the perception of room acoustics in the most ecolog-

ically valid context, i.e., when listening to music, Publication IV presents efforts to generate
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alternative anechoic sound materials in order to expand the sound space available for au-

ralizations. The idea is to produce stimuli which would be in contrast with the inherently

musical stimuli. There are many (emotional) ways in which music affects the listener (Juslin

and Laukka, 2004), and such music-induced effects are effectively confounded in the assess-

ments of acoustic impressions. Griesinger (1997), for instance, suggests that the perception

of spatial aspects depends on the instrumentation and the musical material being listened

to. The idea in Publication IV is to preserve the natural sound of musical instruments and

perhaps also the configuration of instruments in the orchestra, but to remove the sounds

from their musical context, i.e, the composition. Doing so may enable the listener to attend

to the acoustical characteristics that might not be easily perceived when listening to music.

In brief, Publication IV presents a general framework for generating alternative anechoic

materials for room acoustics studies. The procedure consists of segmenting existing record-

ings to shorter samples and concatenating and combining these samples to produce stimuli

with some desired length and configuration. The idea is to generate a large number, say 500

to 1000, of stimulus candidates which are then analysed for their acoustic/musical features

(Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007). This feature data are then subjected to a dimension reduc-

tion technique, such as principal component analysis (PCA). The desired number of samples

can then be selected on the basis of the obtained latent space, for instance, by randomly

sampling a subpopulation of interest.

This general idea of generating contrasting nonmusical stimuli is used in the auditory dis-

tance perception studies reported in Publications V and VI. In Publication V, the procedure

is used to obtain two contrasting stimuli; one stimulus in a classical orchestra configuration

which is best described as “musical cacophony” and another stimulus with a brass quartet

of two trumpets and two trombones “playing” random notes.

In Publication VI, the procedure was further modified to produce a continuously varying

and perceptually unpredictable stream of sounds to direct listener’s attention to the location

of the sources, instead of the actual music being listened to. Informal discussions with the

test subjects indicated that this aim was well achieved with this stream of sounds.

2.1.4 Listening room and the reproduction setup

As in the case with the auralization techniques, the listening room and the reproduction

setup underwent some modification during this dissertation work. Nevertheless, the basic

properties of the room are the same across the studies, except for Publication I, in which the
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listening took place in an anechoic chamber. In all other studies, the subjective evaluations

were conducted in an acoustically treated room where the reverberation time is less than 0.2

seconds in the middle frequencies. The rooms met the recommendations of ITU BS.1116-1

standard with the exceptions that noise level exceeded noise rating (NR) 15, but met NR 30,

and the loudspeakers were approximately at 1.5 meters from the listening position and not

at the recommended 2 meters or further. In the auditory distance perception experiments

reported in Publications V and VI, an acoustically transparent white cloth was placed around

the listener to hide the reproduction setup from the listener’s view.

The loudspeaker setup consists of 24 loudspeakers around the listener. There are more

loudspeakers in the front than in other directions, because the spatial acuity of hearing is the

most accurate in the frontal directions. Details of the listening room and the reproduction

system are reported in Publications and also by Haapaniemi and Lokki (2014).

2.2 Subjective evaluation methods

2.2.1 Individual vocabulary profiling

Individual vocabulary profiling (IVP) is a descriptive analysis method requiring each assessor

to elicit and develop his/her own set of descriptive attributes for the comparative evaluation

of multiple stimuli (Lorho, 2005). IVP was introduced by Lorho (2005) for the perceived

quality evaluation of reproduced sound over headphones. In Publications I to III, IVP was

implemented for the descriptive analysis of concert hall acoustics.

Descriptive analysis is traditionally performed with a panel of expert assessors, who

are trained for sensory discrimination tasks and who share a common understanding about

the meaning of sensory descriptors (Lorho, 2010; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). The main

reasons to advocate IVP over the consensus methods in the present work are that only one

listener can be in the listening position, colloquially in the “sweet” spot, at a time. Thus,

discussions in group while listening to the stimuli at the same time are not possible. In

addition, minimum bias is excerted to listener’s perception on behalf of the experimenter

when assessors are free to focus on the perceptual differences they are themselves the most

sensitive to and that they find the most important in the given context. It is also likely that

the terminology commonly used in room acoustics is not well understood by laymen.

IVP procedure can be described in the following steps: recruitement and screening of

assessors, familiarization to test stimuli and attribute elicitation, attribute development and
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Figure 3: An example of graphical user interfaces used to collect the data in the IVP experiments.

refinement, and rating. These steps can be implemented in many ways and, if possible,

also combined to reduce the total length of the experiment. For instance, the four-step

procedure implemented in the first IVP (Publication I) was modified in the second IVP

(Publication II) where the screening phase not only acted as an introduction to the stimuli

but also as the first attribute elicitation phase. Moreover, in the second IVP the elicitation

of attributes was implemented as an AAB discrimination test that gave the process more

structure in comparison with the free elicitation approach of the first IVP. Repetition of the

actual ratings at least once is also a good practice, because it enables analysing the reliability

of the assessors.

In practice, the comparative ratings of the stimuli can be collected in many ways. In

the present implementations, the ratings were collected with unstructured line scales, with

assessor defined anchor labels at each end of the scale. The pseudo-continuous quantitative

values underneath the line scales ranged from 0 to 100. Figure 3 illustrates the graphical

user interface used in the IVP experiments. One can also notice that assessors were given the

possibility to select and loop a smaller segment of the stimuli in performing their evaluations.

This option may be useful if some perceptual aspect is particularly easy to perceive in

a specific part of the stimuli. However, allowing listeners this choice is also problematic,

because the experiment is no longer rigorously controlled and assessors are likely not listening

to the same parts of the stimuli while making their jugdments.

IVP yields a data set consisting of separate data matrices for each assessor who may
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Figure 4: Illustration of one way to analyse IVP data by (hierarchical) multiple factor analysis and
preference mapping.

have used a different number of attributes in their evaluations. Individual data sets can

be first with analysed principal component analysis (PCA) which is often a good way to

get first insight on the data (Kuusinen et al., 2010). In order to obtain an overall view of

the results, the data can be explored by (hierarchical) multiple factor analysis (Abdi et al.,

2013), which is an extension of PCA to multiblock data sets. Another useful analysis method

is hierarchical clustering (Ward Jr, 1963) which can be used to identify attribute groups.

Figure 4 illustrates one way to carry out the analysis of the IVP data including the external

preference mapping discussed next.

2.2.2 External preference mapping

External preference mapping aims at revealing the features associated with consumers’ pref-

erence or acceptability of products/stimuli (McEwan, 1996). The mapping is achieved by
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regressing the preference responses of each subject separately onto the latent space obtained

from the results of sensory profiling and/or some instrumental measures of the stimuli. The

regression results are visualized by a “map”, which is produced by using the individual re-

gression models to predict preference values over the latent space, and highlighting the areas

where the predicted values of different people are similar, i.e., the areas of shared preferences.

In external preference mapping, the predictor space is effectually external to the prefer-

ence data, thus the term “external”. ”Internal” would refer to using the preference data for

producing the latent space, and for instance, correlating other variables with the dimensions

of this internal preference space.

External preference mapping is extensively used in the sensory evaluation of food prod-

ucts such as beer (Guinard et al., 2001), cheese (Young et al., 2004) and semi-solids (Elmore

et al., 1999) to name a few. In the field of audio, external preference mapping has been

applied in the evaluation of spatial sound reproduction systems (Zacharov and Koivuniemi,

2001). External preference mapping was used in Publication III to study the relationships

between the preference responses and the latent descriptive space obtained by IVP.

2.2.3 Magnitude estimation

Magnitude estimation aims at building a scale of subjective magnitudes representing the

psychophysical relationship between the physical intensity and the perceptual magnitude

of some sensory experience of a stimulus (Stevens, 1956). For many experiences, such as

loudness of sound, or brightness of light, the psychophysical relationship has been found

to follow the power function in the form of p = kra, where p stands for the subjective

magnitude, r for the physical magnitude, k is a linear scaling term and the exponent a is a

non-linear scaling term, indicating compression (a < 1) or expansion (a > 1).

Magnitude estimation can be conducted in many ways but a basic distinction can be

made in terms of whether a so-called modulus is used or not. The term “modulus” refers

to the subjective magnitude of a reference stimulus. To be more specific, it refers to the

subjective magnitude of the intensity of the studied perceptual aspect of a reference stimulus

- a stimulus which is predetermined by the experimenter.

Test subjects are often instructed to use an arbitrary scale with a certain value for

the modulus, such as 1, 10 or 100, to represent the magnitude of the reference intensity

(Stevens, 1956). In this regard, the term “free” can be used to refer to an implementation
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where subjects themselves may freely choose the value of the modulus magnitude without

instructing them to use any specific values. The stimulus/intensity used for assigning the

modulus is still predetermined by the experimenter highlighting the fact that the modulus

refers to the subjective magnitude, and not to the underlying (predetermined) physical

intensity. In either case, whether the modulus value is restricted by instruction or set freely

by the subject, the magnitude estimates for the other stimuli/intensities are judged relative

to the value of the modulus. Thus, magnitude estimation with moduli specifically targets

the relative differences between the subjective magnitudes of the studied stimuli.

In Publication V, magnitude estimation of distance was implemented as a direct verbal

distance estimation method without using any predefined moduli. In Publication VI, two

different magnitude estimation procedures were used. Absolute distance estimates were

collected without prescribed moduli, and relative distance judgments were collected with a

free modulus magnitude estimation method. The experimental design of the free modulus

magnitude (i.e., distance) estimation included collecting distance estimates between concert

halls as well as within concert halls at different distances.

Magnitude estimates are commonly analysed in logarithmic coordinates, where the power

function becomes linear: log(p) = log(k) + a log(r). This way the linear scaling term k

becomes the intercept and the exponent a becomes the slope of this linear function. Linear

regression is a vast topic and clearly outside the scope of this dissertation, but it is worth

mentioning that linear mixed effect models (Baayen et al., 2008; Bates et al., 2015) provide

a versatile approach to study linear relationships in the data. For instance, it is possible to

investigate what kind of a model among several candidates best explains the data. Linear

mixed effect models are used to analyse the data in Publication VI.

2.2.4 Paired comparisons

Paired comparison means comparing two alternatives and choosing one of them as having

more or less of a particular quality than the other one, or perhaps, as somehow better or

worse. Thus, paired comparison might be one of the simplest tasks among subjective test

procedures. For N stimuli, there are N(N − 1)/2 comparisons to perform, so it is clear

that the total number of comparisons increases quickly with the number of stimuli. Paired

comparisons were used in Publication VI to study preferences between four concert halls and

two seating positions at different distances.

Since Thurstone’s ”Law of Comparative Judgment” (Thurstone, 1927), the paired com-

parison paradigm has been researched extensively and applications of paired comparisons
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are found in a myriad of disciplines. There are many ways to analyse paired comparison

data (David, 1963). Some advanced methods include generalized linear models (Brockhoff

and Christensen, 2010) and probabilistic choice models (Bradley and Terry, 1952). When

the number of alternatives is relatively small, for instance, two or four as in Publication VI,

the data can also be analysed by binomial test for proportions. Details of the binomial test

can be found in most textbooks of statistics, e.g., Conover (1980).
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3 Multidimensional auditory perception of concert

hall acoustics

3.1 Background

As was mentioned in the introduction, previous research (Hawkes and Douglas, 1971; Bar-

ron, 1988; Beranek, 1992a; Kahle, 1995; Sotiropoulou et al., 1995) has established that the

perception of acoustic quality in concert halls is multidimensional and composed of sev-

eral perceptual aspects. The list of aspects varies from study to study and from author

to author, but commonly the main perceptual characteristics include reverberation, loud-

ness, spatial impression including width and envelopment, definition/clarity, timbre and

intimacy/proximity. These aspects are briefly discussed in the following.

Reverberation, as a general term, refers to the sound decay in a space. In its original for-

mulation, reverberation time was defined as the time of attenuation of 60 dB (T60) after the

excitation is stopped (Sabine, 1923). However, the perception of reverberation, i.e., rever-

berance has been found to be more tightly associated with the early part of the sound decay,

i.e., the early decay time (EDT ) (Jordan, 1970). Recent studies have further shown that

the predictions of reverberance can be further improved by calculating loudness decay-based

parameters that take into account human sensitivity to listening level (Lee and Cabrera,

2010; Lee et al., 2012). When listening to music in concert halls, reverberation is perceived

as the running sound in the background supporting musical expression, filling in the gaps,

and tying successive notes and musical passages together. Reverberation is often described

with such adjectives as “live” and “dead“ or “wet” and “dry” to name a few.

Loudness is the perception of sound intensity. Perhaps the simplest physical measure of

loudness is the sound pressure level, but in concert hall acoustics, strength measure G is

used to represent the relative gain of the perceived intensity that results from the acoustics

of the hall. G is defined as sound energy over time normalized by the energy of the same

sound in a free field at ten meters distance (International Organization for Standardization,

2009). Various terms are used to refer to the loudness/strength in concert halls, for instance,

“body” (Sotiropoulou et al., 1995) and “volume” (Beranek, 1992a). Loudness is such a

fundamental aspect of our hearing that it plays an important role in many ways in the

overall listening experience. As discussed below, the dynamic changes in loudness inherent

in musical expression seem to be of particular importance for the spatial impression of the

hall.
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Spatial impression or spatial responsiveness or spaciousness describes the perception of

spatio-temporal properties of the sound field. In the author’s opinion, all these terms are

related to how the hall responds to the dynamic changes in music, and how this acoustic

response is perceived. Regarding the spatial perception of music in concert halls, it has been

found (Pätynen et al., 2014) that binaural hearing tends to emphasise the upper harmonics

of sounds which arrive from certain lateral directions. Because the relative level of the

upper harmonics in most acoustic instruments depends on whether the instrument is played

softly or loudly, the perception of the dynamics of musical expression in concert halls can be

argued to be enhanced by lateral reflections. Besides these explanations, the importance of,

especially early lateral reflections for spatial impression has been established in a number of

studies (Marshall, 1967; Barron, 1971).

Spatial impression is commonly regarded to be composed of apparent source width (ASW)

and listener envelopment (LEV). Apparent source width was originally proposed by Keet

(1968) to describe the binaural effect produced by the interaural level and time differences

in the reflections arriving to two ears. He observed that these differences result in the

perceptual broadening of the sound source. He also noted that ASW increases with the

increase in presentation level, i.e., with overall loudness. ASW is commonly associated with

the early lateral sound energy, especially at low frequencies (Morimoto et al., 1993). Listener

envelopment in turn refers to the experience of being surrounded by the sound. Envelopment

is perceived the strongest when the late reverberation comes from lateral directions, but

the laterality of late sound may not be necessary for the perception of envelopment. Like

ASW, LEV is enhanced with the increase in the overall sound level (Bradley et al., 2000)

highlighting another way the changes in loudness may affect the aural experience in concert

halls.

Clarity or definition refers to the ability to hear apart different notes and instruments

from the complex whole, i.e., to ascertain “distinctness” of the sound image. A commonly

used acoustic quantity for perceived clarity is the ratio of early energy to the total energy

(Thiele, 1953; International Organization for Standardization, 2009). In terms of perception,

clarity is known to be negatively correlated with perceived reverberance.

Timbre or tonal quality or tone color refers to the sound character and the relative

perceived intensities of different frequency regions of the sound; e.g., low (63 Hz - 250 Hz),

mid (500 Hz - 1 kHz), high (2 kHz - 8 kHz). Timbre is also affected by the transient behaviour

and the temporal envelope of the sound. Often tonal quality is assessed in an overall manner

with a single attribute such as balance, but specific terms such as brightness, brilliance, and

warmth (Beranek, 2012) are also used to refer to different timbral features of the sound.
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Intimacy or proximity is possibly one of the most important factors of acoustic quality

(Sotiropoulou et al., 1995; Hawkes and Douglas, 1971). Beranek (1992b) described intimacy

as hearing the music as though being near the performers in a relatively small space. Hyde

(2002) also relates intimacy to the acoustics of small spaces, but highlights that intimacy is

possibly best experienced when one can both hear and see musicians to perform. Concerning

auditory domain, a complementary view is provided by Kuusinen and Lokki (2015) who link

acoustic intimacy to the general psychological experience of distance with an emphasis on the

interaction between the dynamic musical expression and the perception of room acoustics.

Finally, researchers have also been interested in the determinants of subjective preference

or liking and the ’optimal’ acoustic conditions. After all, the main purpose of concert hall

acoustics is in the enjoyment of music, and knowledge of the acoustic “optimum” would be

valuable in practice. However, an early study by Kuhl (summarised by Kuttruff (2009))

already demonstrated that just for reverberation time, no single preferred value could be de-

termined, but that the optimum depends on the music. Moreover, the “optimal” conditions

differed considerably between individual listeners. Despite the fact that there are consid-

erable differences in preferences, others have found that listeners can be grouped to only

two groups according to their preferences. For instance, Barron (1988) found a distinction

between preference for reverberant sound and preference for intimate sound. Wilkens and

Plenge (after Kuttruff (2009)) found a division between people who liked a loud sound and

those who liked a clear sound.

This dissertation is concerned with both multidimensional perception and the preferences

of concert hall acoustics. The main findings presented in the next section are based on the

results of two individual vocabulary profiling experiments referred to as IVP1 and IVP2 in

the following, and reported in Publications I to III. The preferences of concert hall acoustics

were additionally addressed in Publication VI.

3.2 Results

Concerning the multidimensional perception of concert hall acoustics, the main findings of

this dissertation are effectively summarized by the results of multiple factor analysis (MFA)

illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 represents the results of IVP1 and Fig. 6 the results of

IVP2. The stimuli are color coded by hall, but these colors are not associated with the colors

of the arrows, which represent the average correlations between the latent dimensions and the

attributes in the attribute group. The groups of attributes are identified using the results of
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Figure 5: Main results of the first IVP experiment reported in Publication I: The first two dimen-
sions of the latent space resulting from multiple factor analysis.

hierarchical cluster analysis. In-line with the presented background, these clusterings support

the division of overall perception into a number of aspects including loudness, reverberation,

envelopment, width, distance/proximity, definition/clarity, openness, balance and bassiness.

In IVP1, the stimulus set consisted of auralizations from three relatively small shoebox

concert halls and from three seating positions at different distances from the stage in each

hall. As denoted in Fig. 5, using such stimuli resulted in 51 % of the variance in the data

being explained by the first factor, which consisted of the perceptual differences in terms of

loudness, distance, openness, as well as width to some extent. The second factor explains

14 % of the variance and can be described by differences in perceived reverberance (the size

of space and envelopment) on the one hand and by differences in balance and definition

on the other hand. Each of the next dimensions explains less than 4 % of total variance

and as such do not contain subtantial information. In summary, in IVP1, the loudness

and distance differences were dominant and associated with differences in openness and

width, some differences were perceived in terms of reverberance, definition and balance and

relatively small differences were observed in other respects.

In IVP2, auralizations were produced from the same position in each hall in order to

counterbalance those dominant perceptual differences which seemed to arise from the differ-

ences in distance in hoping that the perceptual differences in other respects would become
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more prominent. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 illustrates that the main perceptual differences were

again perceived in terms of loudness, albeit in this case coupled with the differences in envel-

opment. In IVP1, loudness and envelopment are separated to great extent indicating that

the differences in loudness are associated with different aspects depending on the stimuli.

Possibly, in IVP1 the differences in loudness are associated with the changes in the direct

sound energy at different distances, while the results in IVP2 illustrate the differences in the

(late) lateral sound energy that are generally observed especially between shoebox and fan

shaped halls.

As in IVP1, the first latent factor in IVP2 explains about half of the total variance in

the data. However, in IVP2, not only the second but also the third factor seem to explain

sizable amounts (10 % and 7 %, respectively) of the total variance. The second factor can

be characterised as indicating differences in terms of reverberance and definition. The third

factor is clearly associated with clarity which can now be regarded as something different from

definition. Distance related attributes (proximity group) are not as heavily correlated with

loudness as in IVP1 and a degree of dissociation between these aspects can be observed.

It should be noted that differences in distance seem to still be perceivable because many

listeners identified distance as one of the main discriminative attributes; even when the

auralized conditions were produced from exactly the same distance from the loudspeaker

orchestra in different halls. It deserves to be mentioned, that this interesting observation

together with the results of preference mapping inspired the studies of auditory distance

perception presented in the next chapter.

The auralizations studied in IVP2 contained more halls and more variation in the archi-

tectural and acoustic aspects than the auralizations in IVP1. Thus, it may not be surprising

that the resulting perceptual space is also more complex in IVP2 than in IVP1. In the sense

that one latent factor more is associated with a substantial amount of the total variance. It

needs to be highlighted, however, that the auralization procedure and the listening room also

changed between these studies, as described in Chapter 2. This means that the differences in

the latent structures may not be due to the characteristics of the studied acoustic conditions

only, but also due to other technical changes in the auralizations. Unfortunately, it is not

possible to differentiate such influences in these results.

Still, the present results clearly show that the most prominent and/or the easiest to

judge perceptual differences are related to the perception of sound strength when different

auralizations of concert hall acoustics are compared with each other. In addition, both MFA

results illustrate the well-known, strong inverse relationship between perceived definition and

reverberance. This relationship can be regarded as the second most prominent perceptual
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Figure 6: Main results of the second IVP experiment reported in Publication II. The first three
dimensions of the latent space obtained by multiple factor analysis. Above: dimensions 1 and 2;
below: dimensions 1 and 3.

aspect that distinguish concert hall acoustics. Note that, in IVP1, this relation is manifest

in definition and the size of space.

The results of IVP2 further imply that there are still other important discriminating

aspects, which were in this case identified as differences in clarity. Moreover, in both studies
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about 1/3 of total variance is not included in the interpretation of the results, and is regarded

as “noise”. These unaccounted variances may originate from interindividual differences in

perception and/or scaling behaviour but may also contain some subtler perceptual differences

between the stimuli that cannot be meaningfully addressed with the present methodology.

Continuing with the preference results, cluster analysis of the preference responses re-

vealed two main groups of assessors which are separated in Figs. 7 c) and d). As illustrated,

one group liked high definition and the other one liked more reverberance, envelopment and

loudness. Because similar observations have also been made by others (Barron, 1988; Kut-

truff, 2009), the amount of reverberance/definition really seems to be a factor that discrim-

inates listeners’ preferences from each other. The preference maps in Fig. 7 also highlight

that among these attribute groups, proximity and bassiness are the most associated with

the shared preferences and can be identified as the main drivers of preference.

Finally, the preference maps explicitly show that the preferred acoustics, or, the ’taste’

of acoustics is personal and may vary greatly between individual listeners. Yet, there are

certain common trends that can be observed, such as the tendency to like more proximate

sound. A complementary analysis (Kuusinen and Lokki, 2013) on these data further shows

that the preference for proximate sound is expressed also by those listeners who did not use

distance-related attributes in their descriptive evaluations.

This general tendency to prefer more proximate sound is evidenced again by the results

of Publication VI, where preference ratings between concert halls and seating position at

different distances were collected by paired comparisons. Comparisons were made between

auralizations of two seating positions at 14 meters and 22 meters from the stage within each

of four halls, and also between the four halls in one position at 18 meters distance. Figure

8 illustrates these results. Note that this figure presents the same information as Fig. 3 in

Publication VI.

Figure 8 a) shows the results when these halls are compared against each other in one

central seating position (at 18 meters from the center of the stage) and b) shows the results

between two seats (at 14 and 22 meters) within each hall. These results show againg the

preference for the more proximate seating position, and when coupled with the results on

auditory distance perception presented in the next chapter, they indicate that the strength of

this preference seems to be dependent on the difference in the perceptual distances between

these positions. However, because loudness varies together with distance in these auraliza-

tions, an alternative interpretation is that the results simply show the preference for louder

sound evidenced also in the context of opera theaters (Jeon et al., 2008). Nevertheless, these
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b)a)

d)c)

a) b)

d)c)

Figure 7: Main results of external preference mapping reported in Publication III: darker red color
illustrates that more assessors share their estimated preferences on that area of the latent space;
arrows represent the average directions of the attributes in each attribute cluster (lengths have been
scaled for illustration purposes) and indicate the amount of correlation with the axes; dashed lines:
individually estimated threshold contours of average preference; numbers: percentages of listeners
whom preference estimates are above their individual averages; a) - b): maps of all music pieces
analysed together and all assessors, dimensions 1 and 2, and dimensions 1 and 3; c) assessor group
1, dims. 1 and 2; d) assessor group 2, dims. 1 and 2.

two aspects cannot be dissociated in the present results.
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Figure 8: Results of preference ratings by paired comparisons reported in Publication VI: a) ratings
between four halls in one position R3 at 18 meters from the centre of the stage with two sound
materials; b) ratings between two positions R2 (14 m) and R4 (22 m) within each hall. Data are
aggregated over the two sound materials. Considering the confidence intervals, note that in a)
the signals are not compared to each other and in b) the halls are not compared to each other.
The dashed grey lines represent the chance levels. Halls: BK: Berlin Konzerthaus; SB: Stuttgart
Beethovenhalle; BB: Bryssels Palais des Beaux Arts; and MT: Helsinki Music Centre
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4 Auditory distance perception in concert halls

4.1 Background

The previous chapter is concerned with the perception of concert hall acoustics from an

overall, multidimensional viewpoint. The focus now shifts to a single perceptual aspect -

auditory distance - which is one of the fundamental aspects of hearing. In this regard, it

is somewhat surprising that there are only a few studies (Cabrera et al., 2005, 2004) of

auditory distance perception in the context of auditoriums. Most of the previous studies of

auditory distance perception in rooms have involved only small and middle sized spaces with

moderate reverberation times and distances up to ten meters (Zahorik et al., 2005). Well

established knowledge on auditory distance perception in concert halls does not yet exist,

but the general aspects of auditory distance perception have been reviewed by Zahorik et al.

(2005) and more recently by Kolarik et al. (2015).

It is commonly agreed that perceived auditory distances follow Stevens’ power law

(Stevens, 1957), i.e., the perceived distances correspond to the physical distances via a psy-

chophysical power function in the form p = kra, where p stands for the perceived distance,

r for the actual distance, k is a linear scaling factor and a refers to the amount of non-linear

scaling, i.e., compression (a < 1) or expansion (a > 1). Regarding auditory distances, pa-

rameters k and a have been reported being around 1.32 (standard deviation = 0.75) and 0.54

(std. dev. = 0.21), respectively (Zahorik et al., 2005). The reported average of a is close to

0.6, which is the estimate found for the basic loudness of sound (Stevens, 1960) illustrating

the connection between loudness and auditory distance.

Anderson and Zahorik (2014) have speculated that the amount of reverberation in a room

is associated with the parameter k. However, such association is possibly not direct because

the value of k could also be associated with the range of physical distances used for collecting

the perceptual estimates and not directly with the amount of reverberation in a room. For

example, in a study performed on an open field with physical distances in the range from 25

to 800 meters, the value of k was estimated to be 12 (Fluitt et al., 2014), in contrast to that

of 1.32 obtained in studies with much shorter ranges. This type of range effect is also well

evidenced in the literature of psychophysical scaling (Stevens, 1956; Petzschner et al., 2015).

Nevertheless, it seems probable that the perception of reverberation is associated with the

aural impressions of the dimensions and the size of the room (Cabrera et al., 2005) and such

impressions are perhaps reflected in the estimate of the parameter.
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Studies of auditory distance perception have shown that short distances up to around two

meters are commonly overestimated while further distances are progressively underestimated

(Zahorik et al., 2005). The further we are from the sound source(s), the less accurate (more

underestimated) estimates we tend to give. However, the accuracy of the distance estimates

has been found to be better in reverberant spaces than in anechoic conditions as well as to

improve upon repeated exposure to the reverberation of the space (Mershon et al., 1989).

In this regard, speech perception research has shown that prior exposure to the acoustics

of the listening environment improves speech intelligibility (Brandewie and Zahorik, 2010)

indicating that the perceptual adaptation is an important factor of auditory perception in

rooms. The computational model of auditory distance perception in rooms proposed by

Bronkhorst and Houtgast (1999) also included adaptation as a parameter in their model.

Concerning concert halls and the studies in this dissertation, the most relevant acoustic

cues are sound intensity and direct-to-reverberant sound energy ratio (DRR). Perception of

sound intensity, i.e., loudness has been found to be the main cue when sound sources are

compared in distance relative to each other (Mershon and King, 1975). As described in the

previous chapter, the loudness of the sound field in concert halls is commonly represented by

the strength measure G, which decreases about 4 to 5 dB in a typical sized hall (V = 20000

m3, RT60 = 2.0 s) when moving from 10 to 40 meters distance from stage (Barron and

Lee, 1988). In shoebox halls this decrease has been shown to be less than in non-shoebox

halls (Hidaka and Nishihara, 2015). The just-noticiable-difference for G is about 1 dB

(International Organization for Standardization, 2009), so sound strength can probably act

as an effective cue for estimating relative auditory distances in concert halls.

DRR is known to act as a so-called ’absolute’ distance cue (Mershon and King, 1975)

providing an indication of sound source distances when additional referential or situational

cues are not available. In a free field, the energy of the direct sound from a point source

attenuates 6 dB per distance doubled following the inverse-square law. Reverberant sound

energy in turn often varies only little within a hall. This implies that the decrease in DRR

results mainly from the decrease in the direct sound energy (Zahorik, 2002). Empirical

observations, however, show that the amount of reverberant sound energy in concert halls

varies with distance. In the aforementioned typical sized concert hall and the same distances,

reverberant sound energy falls off about 2 dB (Barron and Lee, 1988). Obviously, there are

large differences between halls of different shapes and sizes in the overall level and duration

of the reverberant sound.

Other acoustic distance cues, not directly addressed in this dissertation but which deserve

to be mentioned, are the variations in the frequency content of a complex sound (Zahorik
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et al., 2005). Attenuation of high frequencies resulting from the air absorption becomes

relevant for the sound waves which have propagated more than about 15 meters in the

air. Spectral changes, such as “comb”-filtering, can also result from the properties of early

reflections which are, to a great extent, perceptually integrated to the direct sound due to

the precedence effect (Brown et al., 2014). Early reflections are often purposefully projected

towards the audience by the design of the surfaces near the stage, such as the side walls

and the canopy. The spatio-temporal pattern of early reflections is one of the distinguishing

features separating the shoebox and the non-shoebox halls from each other (Pätynen et al.,

2014; Hidaka and Nishihara, 2015) and could also be an important factor concerning auditory

distance perception in these spaces.

Finally, there are also non-acoustic cues used to estimate the distance to sound sources.

The non-acoustic cues, such as seeing the sound sources and the familiarity of the sounds

are not in focus here, and an interested reader is directed to the recent review by Kolarik et

al. (2015) for more information.

In this dissertation, auditory distance perception in concert halls was studied with two

experiments where magnitude estimates of distance were collected with auralizations of real

concert halls. Besides the actual auralization technique, one main difference between these

studies and the previous ones is that multiple sound sources, i.e, the loudspeaker orchestra,

were used instead of only one source. Listeners’ task was to estimate the distance to the

centre of the sound sources. It is unknown how multiple sources might affect the actual

distance estimates but, in these studies, the subjects did not report any difficulties in this

respect.

Publication V presents an experiment where forty blindfolded (naive) test subjects re-

ported direct verbal distance estimates with auralizations of two concert halls (Berlin Konz-

erthaus (BK) and Stuttgart Beethovenhalle (SB)), two distances (14 and 22 meters from the

centre of stage) and four types of sound materials. The main objective was to verify that it is

feasible to use the present auralizations to study auditory distance perception, but another

aim was to obtain preliminary information on the differences between the above mentioned

concert halls.

In Publication VI, auditory distance perception as well as preferences were studied with

auralizations produced from four halls (Berlin Konzerthaus (BK), Stuttgart Beethovenhalle

(SB), Brussels Palais des Beaux Arts (BB) and Helsinki Music Centre (MT)) and five dis-

tances (10, 14, 18, 22, 26 meters from the centre of stage). Two types of anechoic materials

were used for the auralizations: a one minute excerpt of Bruckner’s symphony and a contin-
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uous stream of a brass quartet, which was specifically designed for the purpose of auditory

distance estimation (see the section 2.1.4 and Publication VI for more details).

4.2 Results

The results in Publication V provide evidence that it is possible and reasonable to study

auditory distance perception in concert halls with the present auralizations. Most of the test

subjects reported distances in the range of the actual distances. The results show significant

differences between the two distances, but only little differences between the two halls, and

no interaction between the distances and the halls. Because the direct verbal estimation

method is a quite coarse and unconventional evaluation method and a rather restricted

distance range of stimuli was used, this experiment was followed by the experiment reported

in Publication V with refined methodology, a greater range of distances and four concert

halls.

Yet, one interesting result in Publication V is that distance estimates seem to be consis-

tently greater for the stimuli presented later in the test sequence. The effect is likely due to

learning, adaptation or perceptual calibration, but interestingly it is not observed with the

musical cacophony suggesting that the effect is dependent on the sound material. Although

these observations are only preliminary, they indicate that there are some real benefits in

adopting the stimulus generation framework proposed in Publication IV.

Concerning auditory distance perception, the focus in this dissertation is on the results

of Publication VI. The main findings can be summarized with the results obtained by the

free modulus distance estimation task, where five distances from 10 to 26 meters from the

stage were estimated within the four halls. These results are illustrated in Fig. 9, where

the left side presents the results with geometric means and the right side depicts the power

function curves obtained by estimating the values of k and a by fitting the data with linear

mixed effects model(s) in logarithmic coordinates. Differences between the music materials

are not significant, so the division is omitted in Fig. 9 but, the parameter estimates for both

sound materials are tabulated in Table 2 for the sake of completeness.

There are some notable differences between concert halls in terms of how the perceived

distances change when moving away from the orchestra. The differences can be noted in Fig.

9 as well as in the estimated parameter values. For instance, for MT, the closest positions at

14 and 18 meters are perceived as the closest while the furthest position is perceived as the

furthest among these halls. This pattern is equally observed when halls were judged against
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Figure 9: Results from the free modulus distance estimation task (within halls), reported in Pub-
lication VI. a) Geometric means and 95 % confidence intervals. b) Curves estimated by fitting the
data per hall with the power function p = kra. Fitting was performed in logarithmic coordinates.

each other in four positions as well as in the results of the absolute distance estimation task

(see Figs. 4 and 6 in Publication VI). Such a pattern is also reflected by MT having the

smallest estimate for parameter k (= 1.8) and the largest estimate for parameter a (= 0.7).

Brass Bruckner Mean
Hall k a k a k a
Palais des Beaux Arts, Bryssels (BB) 3.93 0.43 4.25 0.38 4.1 0.41
Konzerthaus, Berlin (BK) 5.93 0.27 4.23 0.39 5.0 0.33
Beethovenhalle, Stuttgart (SB) 4.71 0.39 3.68 0.50 4.2 0.45
Music Center, Helsinki (MT) 1.40 0.77 2.19 0.64 1.8 0.70
Mean 4.0 0.47 3.6 0.48 3.8 0.47

Table 2: Estimated parameter k and a values for the power function p = kra per hall and sound ma-
terial obtained by the free modulus distance estimation task (within halls), reported in Publication
VI.

Regarding the three other halls, one can observe in Fig. 9 how the perceived distances

cease to increase at some physical distance from the sound sources. For BB and BK, there

are only small differences in perceived distances at the positions starting from 14 meters.

For SB, this “auditory horizon” (Bronkhorst and Houtgast, 1999) effect starts at 18 meters,

where the sound sources are also perceived a few meters further than in BB and BK.

Inspecting these results in light of the DRR and G values represented in Fig. 10, it
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Figure 10: DRR and G values at different distances. The values are calculated as the average of
the octave frequency bands centered at 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2kHz, 4 kHz and
8 kHz. Bars represent 95 % confidence intervals in respect to the sources on the stage and the
frequency bands.

is apparent that the perceived distances follow the loudness differences represented by G

and one can conclude that loudness was indeed the main cue for auditory distances in this

experiment. This is well in line with the literature, and also with the expectations of such an

estimation protocol which specifically targets relative magnitude differences. The variation in

the overall strength is, nevertheless, linked to the amount of reverberant sound energy, so that

at some distance the reverberant sound becomes dominating and, then at further distances,

the attenuation of the direct sound has only a minor influence on the overall loudness. Thus,

as can be noted in Fig. 10, the large decrease in G for MT is coupled with only a relatively

slight decrease in DRR when compared with the other halls. This observation suggests that

the main relative distance cue is possibly provided by the attenuation of the direct sound,

and that this attenuation was perceptually more prominent in MT than in the other halls,

where reverberant sound energy more quickly becomes dominant when moving further away

from the sources.

In estimating the parameter values with linear mixed effects models, the best fit for

this data was obtained by treating k and a parameters in the random effects structure as

dependent on each other and conditional to both halls and subjects. This result indicates

that the interaction between k and a captures some significant part of the variation in the

data and that this interaction can be observed across the halls as well as the subjects. Table

2 shows that the relation between k and a is in fact inverse: when k has a high value, a has
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a low value and vice versa. The same inverse relation is manifest in the parameter estimates

across the eight subjects for whom the k values range from 1.23 to 11.43 while the values of

a range from 0.85 to 0.12.

The overall mean of the parameter a is 0.47, which is in line with the previous studies for

which a has been reported being around at 0.54 (std. dev. = 0.21) (Zahorik et al., 2005).

However, the parameter k estimates are greater than those being reported in the literature,

with a mean of 3.8 in contrast to 1.32 (std. dev. = 0.75) (Zahorik et al., 2005).

As mentioned before, it has been suggested (Anderson and Zahorik, 2014) that the pa-

rameter k is associated primarily with the amount of reverberant sound energy in a room.

The present results seem to give further evidence to this suggestion, but as was discussed,

it is not clear whether the value of k is associated with the amount of reverberation, the

impressions of the size of the space, the range of the studied distances, or perhaps all of

these aspects.

Perhaps a more important observation here is that the parameters a and k interact

and this interaction can be associated with the changes in the relative amounts of direct

and reverberant sound energies. In this regard, the results imply that for each concert

hall, there is a particular and characteristic way of how auditory distances vary, and this

variation depends on the acoustics of the hall. Although the results are here explained by

the variations in G and DRR, it is not excluded that other properties, such as, the pattern of

early reflections would not have a significant influence on the perceived auditory distances. A

more detailed analysis of all possible factors is however outside the scope of this dissertation.

To summarize, these results on auditory distance perception indicate that there are dif-

ferences in perceived auditory distances between halls of different shapes and sizes, and these

differences can be associated with the variations in G and DRR. These observations are not

surprising with regard to the general knowledge of auditory distance perception and concert

hall acoustics. In the author’s best knowledge, this is, nevertheless, the first time when such

differences between concert halls are observed in an experimental study.
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5 Discussion and future directions

Overall, the work presented in this dissertation gives strong support for continuing to study

auditory perception in concert halls and in other spaces with virtual acoustics. The results of

the IVP experiments are well in line with the previous knowledge and show that the present

auralizations contain and are able to reproduce many of the perceptual aspects that distin-

guish the acoustics of different halls. Auralizations provide a feasible and effective means to

obtain meaningful information on the perceptual phenomena without the confounding fac-

tors present in in-situ listening scenarios. One quite obvious way to extend this methodology

would be to add visual dimension into the system, so that also audio-visual interactions could

be studied. Perhaps this could be first done by simply using still photographs of the halls

but, obviously, the emerging virtual reality technologies offer interesting new possibilities to

study multimodal experience also in this context.

Concerning the present work, there are a number of theoretical implications to be high-

lighted. First, identification of the attribute groups in the profiling results was performed

with clustering analysis and as such, these groupings are dependent on the interpretation.

Given that Figs. 5 and 6 indicate strong correlations between different attribute groups, it

is clear that many of the groups that were identified are, in fact, not as separate from each

other as seem to have been implied but interconnected. Question, then, is: What would be

the most appropriate number of attributes and the structure of the underlying perceptual

space?

In the author’s opinion, the results can be reinterpreted with a division of attributes

into only three main aspects, namely strength (including loudness and distance/proximity),

spatial reverberance (incl. size of space, width and envelopment and definition) and timbre

(balance/clarity). Moreover, strength and spatial reverberance are to be regarded as heavily

interconnected to each other, because various aural impressions of the surrounding space

emerge from the interactions between the dynamic changes in loudness and the spatio-

temporal properties of the sound field. The results of the two IVP studies indicate that the

changes in loudness are associated with changes in other aspects depending on the stimuli; in

IVP1 the loudness was associated the strongest with distance and in IVP2 with envelopment,

but in both studies also with other aspects. Thus, the first and perhaps the most important

perceptual factor is interpreted as strength.

Given that, in general, definition and reverberance are inversely related, and appreciating

that reverberance is not just a temporal, but a spatio-temporal property of the sound field,
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the second main factor is termed as spatial reverberance, and it also includes definition.

Basically, spatial reverberance represents all the perceptual aspects of the spatio-temporal

properties of the sound field, including the reverberance-definition axis, spatial impression,

width, envelopment, openness etc.

As indicated in the many ways overall listening level affects the impression of the sound

field, for instance, spatial impression, these two main perceptual latent factors; strength

and spatial reverberance are regarded as strongly interconnected. Moreover, the interplay

between strength and spatial reverberance can be seen to give rise to most of the many

attributes that have been reported in literature. They underlie the perceptual effects arising

from the spatio-temporal energy relations in concert halls, and from the co-occurring changes

in different parts of the sound field when different halls and seating positions are compared

against each other.

Finally, in both studies, there were a number of attributes that were associated with

other than the first two principal axes and that seem to be separate from the other attribute

groups. In IVP1, these were the attributes in a cluster named “balance”, and in IVP2, a

cluster named “clarity” which of the latter was the single attribute group that loaded heavily

to the third dimension in the results. In the author’s opinion, these observations seem to

point towards the perception of timbral differences in the stimuli and can be considered as

to form the third main latent factor of the perceptual space. Moreover, timbre, or tone color,

seems somewhat separate aspect from the other two and is clearly related to the general

balance of different frequency regions in the sound. Although not highligthed in the present

results, timbre in concert hall acoustics is commonly described with such terms as “warmth”

and “brightness” with reference to different characteristics of timbre. Given that timbre in

general is a multidimensional aspect of sound (McAdams et al., 1995), differences in acoustic

timbre of halls may not be easy to judge, and the perceptual differences in timbre that are

due to changes in acoustical conditions may be overwhelmed and dominated by variations

in strength and spatial reverberance.

Regarding the previous studies, this interpretation into three latent factors is particularly

supported by the results of an early study in Berlin, mentioned in Chapter 1, where the

three main factors were identified as: strength/volume, distinctness/clarity, and the timbre

of total sound/spectral balance (Beranek, 1992a). Here, the disctinctness/clarity aspect is

included in spatial reverberance factor, which is not interpreted as independent, but stongly

interconnected with strength factor.

Other researchers, however, have suggested that the main aspects, even if not the same
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ones as identified above, are in fact independent factors. For instance, Hawkes and Douglas

(1971) concluded that there are at least four (reverberance, definition, brilliance and inti-

macy) independent dimensions. Sotiropoulou et al. (1995) claimed that body, clarity, tonal

quality and proximity are independent factors. In both studies, factor analysis was applied to

extract the latent factors from the responses to questionnaires. Without detailed information

on their approaches, one may assume that those analyses were performed in an exploratory

manner, similar to the analyses reported in Publications I to III of this dissertation.

This type of exploratory factor analysis does not, however, provide direct evidence on

perceptual independency, because independency cannot be inferred from the orthogonality

of the factors, i.e., from linear correlation. Independency would effectively mean that the

increase or the decrease in the magnitude of a particular perceptual aspect does not affect

the perception of another aspect. Making such inferences about independency, or in other

words, perceptual separability (Maddox and Ashby, 1996) would require specific studies with

an appropriate methodology. Considering the general knowledge about perceptual aspects

discussed in Chapter 3, there are clear indications that many of the aspects are, as mentioned,

interconnected: reverberance and clarity are negatively correlated, loudness/strength has

been found to affect the perception of spatial impression etc. Such interconnections were

also observed in the results of Publications I to III.

Nevertheless, the idea of independency may still be useful if it is understood in an ap-

propriate manner. When listening to a concert in one seat in one concert hall without the

option to move around, it is possible to focus one’s attention independently on many sepa-

rate aspects and in this sense, the perceptual aspects can be understood as independent. We

are able to separate and break down the perception to its constitutive elements, and even

evaluate these elements individually. This ability is, in fact, an important requirement of the

assessors in decriptive profiling and we can build it up with training. Still, it is important

to realize that the perceptual aspects are not likely to change independently of each other

when we are comparing the acoustics of natural spaces, such as different concert halls.

It is, nevertheless, possible that when the different parts of the sound field are varied in

isolation, i.e., independently of each other, also the perceptual aspects vary independently.

Such perceptual independency/separability has, in fact, been observed in studies where room

impulse responses are produced by simulations or manipulated by signal processing (e.g.,

Ando and Imamura (1979)). This dissertation, however, postulates that there are generally

many co-occurring changes in different perceptual aspects, when the acoustics of real spaces

are compared perceptually with each other. In other words, the perceptual aspects which

are independent in terms of attention, are correlated in the comparisons. Moreover, the
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comparisons seem to be dominated by changes in strength, spatial reverberance and timbre,

in this order. It is important to acknowledge the conceptual distinction between the percep-

tual space that emerges from breaking down the different aspects of a single sound field, and

the perceptual space which is spanned by the naturally occurring, relative, acoustic changes

between multiple concert halls and seating positions.

Appreciating that the properties of the direct sound, early reflections and late reverbera-

tion all change in connection with each other in natural acoustics, as manifested also in the

relationships between G and DRR in the auditory distance perception experiments, we begin

to better understand the different pieces of information provided by different experiments;

including the experiments in which the different parts of the sound field are manipulated

separately.

Because the multiple factor analysis (Abdi et al., 2013) employed in this dissertation is

essentially an exploratory dimension reduction technique, a logical continuation of this work

would be to analyse the data with confirmatory factor analysis (Hoyle, 2000) (also known

as structural factor analysis, or the measurement model). Confirmatory factor analysis is

typically used to model and test the sources of variability resulting in the observed com-

monality among a set of variables. A preliminary analysis performed during the writing of

this dissertation gave promising evidence about the three factor solution proposed here, but

more work is needed to confirm the results.

One practical implication concerning the design of concert halls comes from the evidence

showing a general tendency to prefer closer/louder sound in concert halls. Some concern

can be raised in this respect about the acoustical quality at the seats further back in the

audience, not only in fan shaped halls, but also in vineyard halls. This being said, in

vineyard halls the audience is seated around the orchestra, and the acoustic conditions are

crucially dependent on the listening position relative to the sources. It would be interesting

to investigate how perceived distances vary when moving around the orchestra. Due to the

directionality patterns of the sources, especially the perception of the direct sound is very

much affected by the relative listening position. Empirical observations indicate that the

auditory distances are greater behind than in front of the orchestra, but formal experiments

would be needed to verify these observations. It would also be valuable to validate the present

distance perception results with another set of halls, test subjects and sound materials, and

possibly also with some other auralization technique and/or binaural reproduction. It could

be worthwhile to equalize the stimuli in loudness in order to study in detail the other cues

of auditory distance perception in concert halls.
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Another avenue of future research was laid down by generating alternative anechoic ma-

terials as described in Publication IV. The results of Publication V indicate that it could

be beneficial to continue with this line of experimentation. Also the listeners who partici-

pated in the distance perception experiment in Publication VI reported that the continuous

stream of brass sounds helped them to focus on the location of the sound sources instead of

the actual sounds being listened to. Thus, these type of sound materials could be benefi-

cial in sound localization and discrimination tasks. In addition, by producing specific kind

of anechoic materials, one could address the interactions between acoustic aspects and the

musical features of the sound material; namely, to what extent the perception of acoustics

is affected and dependent on the sound materials being listened to? In this regard, a very

interesting is the connection between the perception of acoustics and dynamic features of

musical expression. Given that expressivity in music is an essential way to convey emotion,

recent findings indicate that the emotional impact of music is greater in some halls than in

others (Pätynen and Lokki, 2016). This and similar studies of expressivity and emotional

influences of music would benefit from using contrasting nonmusical stimuli as controls to

enhance the scientific rigour of the experiments.

Concerning listening experiments and experimental design, there is always a tradeoff

between the scope and the complexity of a study. There are a number of useful experimental

designs, such as the balanced incomplete block design applied in Publication V, which, on

the one hand, may serve to extend the scope of the study but, on the other hand, are

likely to increase the complexity and possibly lead to issues in the experimentation and

data analysis. Although some issues in the data can be handled by statistical methods,

a better solution not only for complex designs, but also for simple ones, is to simulate the

experiment, i.e., the data and the analysis procedure beforehand according to the hypotheses

and a priori knowledge of the studied phenomenon. This would not only ensure that there

are no misconceptions or errors in the experimental design, but would also illuminate and

make explicit the understanding of the questions at hand.

Lastly, the opening of the Philharmonie in Paris in January 2015 seems to have marked a

beginning of a new era of concert hall architecture and acoustic design. The design consists

of the “inner” and the “outer” volumes and implies an effort to dissociate the early sound

and the late sound from each other. Such dissociation is interesting because this way many

of the perceptual aspects tied together in traditional halls might become independent and

separated. Overall, the curved shapes of the inner and the outer volumes with the balconies

that ”float” in the space highlight the recent technological advances made in architectural

design, acoustic modeling, design tools as well as in construction. The acoustics might please
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some and horrify others, but this hall clearly plays its own futuristic tone in the evolution

of concert halls. It is interesting to see how the acoustics and architecture will continue to

evolve and intertwine with the musical inventions in the modern period. Nevertheless, it

seems safe to conclude that virtual reality systems will soon start to revolutionize also the

concert experience - given that the aural impressions will begin to match the standards set

up by the real concert halls.
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The loudspeaker orchestra together with 
spatial sound recording and reproduction 
techniques can be used to auralize, i.e., to 
measure and reproduce the acoustics of real 
concert halls in the laboratory, and to study 
the perceptual differences in unprecedented 
detail. In this dissertation research, 
auralizations are used to study the 
multidimensional perception and the 
perception of auditory distances in concert 
halls. 
  
The main findings provide a deeper 
understanding about the distinguishing 
factors of concert hall acoustics and the 
structure of the underlying perceptual 
space. Concerning auditory distance 
perception, the results provide first 
substantial evidence indicating that there 
are differences between concert halls in how 
perceived distances vary when moving 
closer to or further away from the orchestra. 
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